
F-001-001

Thank you for your comments. 
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F-001-002

The DOTs commit to the following mitigation measures and are including

them in the Record of Decision:

Focused Environmental Assessment’s (FEAs) would be reviewed

and approved by the state DOT hazardous material departments

within each respective state (Oregon and Washington).  These

FEAs will be conducted in areas not covered by Environmental Site

Assessments (ESA) Phase 1 or Phase 2 assessments and will

address the potential to encounter hazardous materials at specific

sites, impacts of construction on hazardous materials and any

hazardous materials discoveries. As part of the FEA work plan the

DOT hazardous materials departments will coordinate with ODEQ,

WDOE and/or EPA on any hazardous materials discoveries and

implement the response plan.

•

All project reports, analysis and plans are available and will continue

to be available on the Columbia River Crossing website.

•

The City of Vancouver presently monitors drinking water, this

information can be compiled and made available to the public either

through the CRC website or the City of Vancouver website. During

project construction the FEA work plan will address the potential to

encounter hazardous materials at specific sites, impacts of

construction on hazardous materials and handling any hazardous

materials discoveries. Post project construction completion

stormwater infiltration facilities will be designed to provide the

necessary separation between the bottom of the basin and seasonal

high of the groundwater table to minimize any potential of

groundwater contamination.

•

 

F-001-003

Although construction will last more than 5 years, project construction

activities at any one site are not expected to last more than 5 years.

Thus, a CO hot-spot analysis was not conducted. If, as more information
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is known, construction at any one staging site is expected to last more

than 5 years, a hot spot analysis will be completed.

Sensitive receptors were not explicitly identified in the FEIS, as CRC did

not conduct modeling for the FEIS. However, results from the latest

Portland Air Toxics Solutions (PATS) modeling, were incorporated into

the FEIS. Concentration contours for benzene, formaldehyde and diesel

PM were presented for the on-road sources and for on- and off-road

mobile source categories. These contours provide the public with

information about the spatial distribution of these pollutants across the

region and in the project area.

As described in more detail in Chapter 3 (Section 3.10) of the FEIS,

construction mitigation will focus on controlling dust and exhaust

emissions from demolition and construction activities and on minimizing

traffic congestion. Regarding dust, the project will comply with WAC 173-

400-040 in Washington and Section 290 of ODOT’s standard

specifications in Oregon, regulations that limit dust emissions. The WAC

includes enforcement actions and fines in cases where dust becomes a

nuisance and Section 290 includes a list of precautions to be taken to

avoid dust emissions.

Regarding exhaust emissions, the contractor would be required to

develop a pollution control plan that includes documentation of

operational measures that would be used to reduce emissions. This plan

would include a requirement for the use of ultra low sulfur diesel and

idling location and duration limitations. In addition, the DOTs are

evaluating potential additional emission control technologies for

construction equipment. The DOTs will continue to monitor and evaluate

changes in technology and related regulations. Decisions regarding any

additional emission controls will be made during final design.

Stationary sources such as concrete and asphalt mix plants are
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generally required to obtain air permits from DEQ or SWCAA and to

comply with regulations to control dust and other pollutant emissions. As

a result, their operations are typically well controlled and do not require

additional project-specific mitigation measures.

Strategies to minimize the occurrence and effect of roadway congestion

during construction would be developed during the design phase.

Alternatives would be refined, impacts to traffic analyzed, and

transportation agencies and experts brought in to develop mitigation

plans and solutions. Some of these strategies may include encouraging

mode shifts to non-SOV trips, construction management

techniques/incentives to avoid/reduce congestion, and providing

information to travelers to encourage alternate route/travel times.

WSDOT and ODOT will continue to work with neighborhoods and

vulnerable populations to address air quality concerns and impacts as

the project moves into final design and construction.

 

F-001-004

The project will work closely with the affected neighborhoods for the

duration of construction, and beyond. As part of this outreach, and

fulfilling federal and other guidance on environmental justice, the project

will acknowledge and address unique vulnerabilities throughout the

community. The FEIS includes mitigation to conduct outreach on tolling

in multiple languages, to work closely with the State Schools for the Blind

and the Deaf in Vancouver, and to actively manage construction related

emissions, dust, and other impacts. The mitigation commitments have

been updated to include specific work to identify and help mitigate

effects that are specific to individuals with health problems or other

unique circumstances. It is not possible, without an independent survey

and analysis being initiated, to isolate health conditions and affects

within the study area specifically. Instead the project will incorporate into

its outreach and public involvement programs, a specific emphasis on
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human health issues. We will continue to work with the community to

identify areas where human health conditions can be improved and how

project impacts in these areas can be mitigated.

The project will also continue to explore means of offsetting the impact of

tolls, including transponder acquisition. There are some local discounted

transit passes for low-income populations, and the specifics of this

program will be assessed as the project continues toward opening.

 

F-001-005

Construction-related impacts to traffic, noise, and air quality are not

expected to be so severe as to warrant displacing residents that are

outside the impact area of the project and not addressed in the FEIS. 

The FEIS describes mitigation that would be implemented to minimize

construction impacts to nearby residents. The ROD discusses the

potential for additional conformity analysis should construction activities

last longer than 5 years in any single location.

 

F-001-006

Please refer to Chapter 4 of the FEIS for a description of the

current scenarios for funding construction and operation of the LPA. This

discussion provides an updated assessment of likely funding sources for

this project, though it is not common practice to receive funding

commitments prior to completion of the alternative selection process. As

described in the FEIS, project funding is expected to come from a variety

of local, state, and federal sources, with federal funding and tolls

providing substantial revenue for the construction. Project staff will

continue to work toward confirmation of the major funding sources for the

project.

The detailed cash flow analyses requested will be developed as the

project moves toward construction. An investment grade tolling analysis

will be initiated following the ROD. Both will present financial analysis in
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a consistent dollar year reference and will incorporate the cost of debt

service.

The term "reasonably available" in the referenced guidance refers to a

judgment call taking into consideration (a) evidence of review and

support of the new revenue assumption by state and local officials and

(b) documentation of the rationale and procedural steps to be taken with

milestone dates for securing the funds. Evidence of support of the

revenue assumptions includes the fact that the finance plan was

thoroughly reviewed by state and local officials in both Oregon and

Washington as part of receiving Board approvals from each of the

participating governments to sign the FEIS. Moreover, the project has

been incorporated in the financially constrained Regional Transportation

Plan, which also must be based on reasonably available funds. In

addition, the FEIS describes in general terms the project milestones and

required approvals relating to the implementation of the finance plan.
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